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Goals and challenges
We aim at enhancing the detection efficiency of scintillation light in DUNE to: 

• Lower energy thresholds to extend the sensitivity of DUNE to the few-MeV region. 

• Improve detector performance for triggering, timing, calorimetry and background 
rejection. 

This R&D poses several challenges: 

• The scintillation light from LAr is emitted in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) region of the 
spectrum, around 128 nm, where most materials are not transparent/reflective and 
photosensors are expensive and not very efficient. 

• Large volume of the DUNE LArTPCs, requiring cost-effective photon collectors. 

• Integration of the photon detectors with the LArTPC field cage and charge readouts.
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subsystems separately, connecting the high-level design requirements and decisions to the overriding
physics goals of DUNE.

1.2 The single-phase liquid argon time-projection chamber
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Figure 1.1. The general operating principle of the single-phase liquid argon time-projection chamber.

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of the general operating principle of a SP LArTPC, as has
been previously demonstrated by ICARUS [2], ArgoNeuT [3], MicroBooNE [4], LArIAT [5], and
ProtoDUNE [6]. A large volume of LAr is subjected to a strong electric field of a few hundred
volts per centimeter. Charged particles passing through the detector ionize the argon atoms, and
the ionization electrons drift in the E field to the anode wall on a timescale of milliseconds. This
anode consists of layers of active wires forming a grid. The relative voltage between the layers is
chosen to ensure all but the final layer are transparent to the drifting electrons, and these first layers
produce bipolar induction signals as the electrons pass through them. The final layer collects the
drifting electrons, resulting in a monopolar signal.

LAr is also an excellent scintillator, emitting VUV light at a wavelength of 127 nm. This
prompt scintillation light, which crosses the detector on a timescale of nanoseconds, is shifted into
the visible and collected by photon detector (PD) devices. The PDs can provide a t0 determination
for events, telling us when the ionization electrons begin to drift. Relative to this t0, the time at
which the ionization electrons reach the anode allows reconstruction of the event topology along the
drift direction, which is crucial to fiducialize nucleon-decay events and to apply drift corrections to
the ionization charge.

The pattern of current observed on the grid of anode wires provides the information for
reconstruction in the two coordinates perpendicular to the drift direction. A closer spacing of the
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Interacting particles in the LAr produce scintillation and ionisation. The detection of the 
scintillation light by photon detectors signals the start time of the interaction. The ionisation 
electrons drift in an electric field towards the anode, where they are read out.

LArTPC detector concept
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S-ARAPUCA: in an S-ARAPUCA cell, enhanced photon trapping is attained when using
the wavelength-shifting plates and the technology of the dichroic short-pass optical filter. These
commercially available interference filters use multi-layer thin films highly transparent to photons
with a wavelength below a tunable cuto�, with transmission typically more than 95%, yet almost
perfectly reflective to photons with a wavelength above the cuto�. Such a filter forms the entrance
window to a cell whose internal surfaces are covered by highly reflective acrylic foils except for a
small fraction occupied by SiPMs.

For the collector to act as a photon trap, the external face of the dichroic filter is coated with
a wavelength shifting coating with an emission wavelength less than the cuto� wavelength of the
filter. The transmitted photons pass through the filter where they encounter a second wavelength-
shifter coated on either the inside surface of the filter plate or on the rear surface of the box. This
second wavelength-shifter has emission spectra which exceed the cuto� wavelength, thus trapping
the photon inside the box. Trapped photons reflect o� the inner walls and the filter surface(s) (of
reflectivity typically greater than 98 %) and have a high probability of impinging on a SiPM before
being lost to absorption.

Several iterations of the S-ARAPUCA design were tested in small cryostats (section 5.8.2.1)
and ProtoDUNE-SP (section 5.8.2.2), establishing the viability of the concept for DUNE.

X-ARAPUCA: the X-ARAPUCA, adopted as the baseline design and detailed in section 5.4, is
an evolution of the first generation S-ARAPUCA. In the X-ARAPUCA, the secondary WLS layer
of the S-ARAPUCA (a vacuum-deposited layer of WLS applied to the inner surfaces of the cell)
is replaced by a WLS plate with an emission wavelength higher than the filter plate transmission
frequency. Wavelength shifted photons from this plate have two mechanisms for transport to the
photosensors inside the cell: either they are transported along the WLS plate to the photosensors via
total internal reflection, or those escaping the plate are captured due to reflection from the dichroic
filter by the standard ARAPUCA e�ect. The concept is illustrated in figure 5.3. Validation of the
X-ARAPUCA design is described in sections 5.8.3.1 and 5.8.3.2.

PTP
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Figure 5.3. Schematic representation of a single-sided readout X-ARAPUCA operating principle. This
example assumes a filter cuto� of 400 nm. (Note: in the original ARAPUCA concept, the second wavelength-
shifter was coated on the inner surface of the filter and the WLS plate shown in the figure was absent.)
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Figure 5.6. Simplified conceptual model depicting a X-ARAPUCA cell design sensitive to light from both
sides: assembled cell (left), exploded view (right). The yellow plates represent the dichroic filters (coated on
their outside surfaces with PTP WLS), the pale blue plate represents the wavelength shifting plate, and the
photosensors are visible on the right side of the cell. The size and aspect ratio of the cells can be adjusted to
match the spatial granularity required for a PD module.

to the mid-plane of the bar. Simulation of two additional SiPM geometries with the same active
area (4 ⇥ 9 mm2 and 3 ⇥ 12 mm2) showed no substantial di�erence in the detection e�ciency that
would justify a custom geometry for the SiPM.

The basic mechanical design of the X-ARAPUCA-based PD modules is similar to that of
the two prototypes produced for ProtoDUNE-SP. The prototype design was modified to include
mechanical changes to allow both single-sided and dual-sided readout; an increase in the light
collection area made possible by larger slots in the APA; and a modified cabling and connector plan
necessary to move the PD cables out of the APA side tubes while reducing cable requirements to
one Cat-6 cable per PD module.

An X-ARAPUCA module is assembled in a bar-like configuration with external dimensions
inside the APA frame of 2092 mm ⇥ 118 mm ⇥ 23 mm, allowing insertion between the wire planes
through each of the ten slots (five on each side) in an APA. In addition, there is a header block
5 mm(long)⇥135 mm(wide) at the insertion side of the module used to fix the module inside the
APA frame, bringing the maximum length to 2097 mm and the maximum width to 135 mm. The
module contains four X-ARAPUCA supercells, each with six dichroic filter-based optical windows
(for the single-sided readout) or twelve windows (double-sided readout) with an exposed area
of 78 mm ⇥ 93 mm. The total window area for each (single-sided) supercell X-ARAPUCA is
43,524 mm2. The internal dimensions of a supercell are approximately 488 mm⇥ 100 mm⇥ 8 mm.
A WLS plate (Eljen EJ-286) of dimensions 487 mm ⇥ 93 mm ⇥ 3.5 mm is centered in the supercell
midway between the dichroic windows.

The thickness of 3.5 mm for the plate is chosen to allow the almost complete absorption of
the photons wavelength-shifted by the PTP and to ensure the nominal conversion e�ciency. This
thickness allows a 2 mm LAr gap on both sides of the plate, which prevents any physical contact of
the surfaces even considering the tolerances on material thicknesses and plate flatness.

To reduce production costs and simplify fabrication, most of the PD components are designed
to be water-jet cut from sheets of FR-4 G-10 material, with minimal post-cutting machining required
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DUNE photon collectors: X-ARAPUCA
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Current performance
About 25000 photons/MeV are produced in LAr (in the presence of a 500 V/cm drift electric 
field). Only a tiny fraction are actually detected: 

• On average, less than 10% of the photons reach the surface of an X-ARAPUCA. 

• Of those, only 2–3% are eventually detected by the SiPMs.
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Optical characterisation of materials
We are working on the identification and characterisation of materials that 
would increase photon collection in the DUNE LAr TPCs, including: 

• Highly reflective metals in the VUV for the field cage, readout planes and 
cryostat.  

• Highly reflective/transmissive materials for the X-ARAPUCA photon 
collectors. 

Our labs are equipped with the necessary equipment (lamps, monochromator, 
etc.) to measure optical reflectance, transmission and absorption from the 
visible to the VUV. In particular, measurements in the VUV are difficult, since 
they require high vacuum or LN2/GAr atmospheres. We have established links 
with other European groups specialised in this type of measurements.

6

● MOTIVATION: Our aim is a full characterization of the impact of the reflectance of all 
materials present in the LAr volume.

○ Anode shielding: copper, aluminium and silver coating samples.
○ Field cage profiles: aluminium.
○ Cryostat wall: stainless steel.

Reflectance measurements

Cryostat

New perforated PCBs with 
silver coating

PCBs with Cu 
shielding
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● Previous setup and components: 

3

VisibleUV

- Highest uncertainty for all 
samples at 300 nm.
- 4-5 % uncertainty on the 
reflectance.

Summary of previous measurements
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Xe doping
Doping the liquid argon with small amounts of xenon (~10 ppm) shifts the 
long-lived component of the Ar scintillation (~75% of the total) to the Xe 
emission wavelength (~175 nm), with several advantages: 

• Reduction of the Rayleigh scattering rate of the wavelength-shifted 
light, increasing collection efficiency for light emitted at a far distance 
photon collectors. 

• The 175-nm photons are easier to collect and detect, as highly 
transparent or reflective materials are available for that wavelength. 

• Mitigation of the light suppression due to the presence of N2 impurities. 

First results are promising, but further studies are required to understand, for 
example, long-term stability or whether the reduction of the fast signal 
amplitude could compromise the performance of the light-based trigger.

7
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Fig. 27 Ratio of the average S1 amplitude and S1 charge in
the three doping concentrations relative to pure LAr. PMT-
trigger data are shown in black, and CRT-trigger in red. Only
a selection of PMTs is considered for the average. Selected
PMTs are marked as black (red) circles in the small diagram
for the PMT(CRT)-trigger data. A blue circle marks the
trigger PMT in the PMT-trigger diagram. Errors show the
STD among the selected PMTs. Xe and N2 concentrations
for each situation are summarized in Table 1.

In order to evaluate the e↵ect of the Xe-doping on
the attenuation length (�att), a study of the dependence
of the collected light per PMT with the track-PMT
distance is performed for muon tracks crossing the CRT
panels, see Fig. 28. The range of distances is given by the
position of the PMTs with respect to the triggered track,
which is always approximately in the same position (see
section 1). The behavior is not purely exponential since
light absorption by the field cage introduces a border
e↵ect. A shoulder shape is observed at around 4.3m,
which corresponds to the PMTs placed at the center of
the detector, where this e↵ect is reduced. This limitation
is due to the fixed geometry of the triggered tracks.An
exponential fit is performed to estimate the attenuation

length in each detector condition, and the results are
summarized in Table 9. The e↵ective attenuation length
increases 60% when adding Xe, as expected because of
the longer RSL, and decreases 5% when adding 2.9 ppm
of N2. The lower panel of Fig. 28 shows the ratios of the
top panel curves. The comparison between pure LAr
and Xe-doped LAr in red shows the improved detection
uniformity when adding Xe, with an increase of almost
a factor of ⇠3 on events at 5m and a factor of ⇠2 on
events at 3m. The extrapolation of this curve to short
distances indicates an increase by a factor of 1.5 at
2.2m, as seen in Fig. 27 for the PMT-trigger muons,
and no increase at 0m, as expected due to the longer
RSL. The flat blue and magenta lines show that there
is no dependence on the distance for the N2 injections,
as seen also in Fig. 27.
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Fig. 28 Top panel: Average collected S1 charge per PMT
as a function of the track-PMT distance for the di↵erent
doping concentrations. For each data-set, an exponential fit
is performed (see results in Table 9). Bottom panel: Ratios
between the data shown in the top panel. Each data-set is
fitted with an exponential function.

The e↵ect of xenon on the time profile of the wave-
forms is also studied. Fig. 29 shows the average wave-
forms for a TPB-coated PMT in the di↵erent doping
concentrations described in section 2 (pure LAr in black),
normalized to the same amplitude. The average wave-
form is the result of adding waveforms for a PMT placed
near the trigger PMT. The second bump in the red, blue
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LAr temperature monitoring system

8

Precise 3D LAr temperature maps constrain the fluid dynamic 
simulations (top figure) that predict important parameters for 
detector performance such as impurity levels (which have an effect 
on the intensity of the scintillation signal). 

We are developing temperature sensors for the DUNE LAr TPCs 
based on the fibre Bragg grating (FBG) technology, which uses the 
changes in the reflected/transmitted spectral response of an optical 
fibre to measure strain and temperature. 

Our application has requirements (e.g. relative precision of 2 mK) 
beyond the typical commercial specs of FBG.
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Photon collectors: Wavelength shifters

9

WLS compounds are a crucial element of the X-ARAPUCA, and 
although the last decade has brought huge progress in 
understanding the behaviour, performance and stability of the 
most commonly used WLS, significant room for further R&D still 
remains: 

• Coating of extremely large surfaces may be difficult to 
achieve on a reasonable timescale with vacuum 
evaporation. Other techniques (such as spin-coating) or 
films could provide a solution.

• Achieving higher WLS efficiency through nanotechnologies such as quantum dots or metasurfaces. 

• Long-term stability. 

Our groups are acquiring equipment (e.g. vacuum evaporators) to push this R&D line.

9

Fig. 1 Views of ProtoDUNE-DP. Dimensions and positions of the major elements are indicated (in units of centimeters).
The drift direction corresponds to the y-axis. The PMTs are represented with circles and, in the top view, the empty circles
correspond to PEN PMTs and the filled circles to TPB PMTs.

short decay time ⌧fast ⇠6 ns, while the triplet transi-
tion to the same ground state is allowed only because
of spin-orbit coupling and has a much longer lifetime
⌧slow ⇠1.6µs [12].

In addition, electroluminescence secondary scintilla-
tion light, called S2, is produced in the gas phase of the
dual phase LArTPC when electrons, extracted from the
liquid, are accelerated in the electric field of the LEMs.
The S2 signal also has 127 nm wavelength. The time
di↵erence between the S1 and the S2 signals reflects the
drift time of the original ionization in the liquid phase
up to the gas phase, and the S2 duration, which can be
up to hundreds of microseconds, is directly related to
the track topology and covers the span of the electron
drift time.

The PDS of ProtoDUNE-DP [13] is formed of 36
8-inch cryogenic R5912-02MOD PMTs from Hama-
matsu [14, 15], placed below the cathode grid. As the
PMTs are not sensitive to VUV light, a wavelength
shifter converts 127-nm photons into visible photons.
Two di↵erent wavelength shifters were deployed. A sheet
of polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) is placed on top of
30 PMTs and the other 6 PMTs have tetraphenyl bu-
tadiene (TPB) directly coated on them. Fig. 2 shows a
picture of the PDS installed in ProtoDUNE-DP.

A light calibration system (LCS) was developed for
ProtoDUNE-DP to monitor the PMT performance and
obtain an equalized PMT response [16]. The light source
consists of 6 blue LEDs and a silicon photo-multiplier
(SiPM) as reference sensor. The LEDs use a Kapustin-
sky [17] circuit as LED driver, and have a wavelength
of 465 nm that matches the PMT maximum quantum
e�ciency. The calibration light is transmitted through

Fig. 2 ProtoDUNE-DP PDS formed of 36 PMTs installed at
the bottom of the cryostat at CERN. The front left PMT has
TPB coating and the front right PMT has PEN sheet.

a fiber system with a fiber-end pointing at each PMT
photocathode.

This paper describes the ProtoDUNE-DP PDS per-
formance after 18 months of operation considering its
future use in giant LArTPCs with a particular focus on
the wavelength shifting techniques. A study of the LAr
scintillation and electroluminescence light production
and propagation over large distances is presented. In
section 2, the ProtoDUNE-DP operation and collected
light data are described. Section 3 details the perfor-
mance of ProtoDUNE-DP PDS. In section 4 the light
simulation tools are detailed. The analyses of scintil-
lation light propagation and production are discussed
in section 5 and the cosmic muon rate measured in
ProtoDUNE-DP is described in section 6. Studies using
the electroluminescence light signal are summarized in

TPB PEN

DUNE Collaboration, Eur. Phys. J. C 82 (2022) 7, 618
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Photon collectors: Dichroic filters
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The structure of a Dichroics filter based on MultiLayer 
structures

nLAr=1.24

Dichroic ML operate 
as a Fabry-Perot 
interferometer

2n1= nLAr
n2=ndichThey are interference filters (consisting of a thin-film multilayer structure) that are highly 

transparent to photons with wavelengths in the range between the VUV and a cut-off, yet almost 
perfectly reflective to photons with wavelengths above the cut-off. 

They trap the LAr scintillation photons (shifted already to the soft UV) within the volume of the X-
ARAPUCA.
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We are developing more efficient filters in collaboration with Italian and Brazilian groups (Milano-
Bicocca and UNICAMP) and the Spanish industry (PhotonExport) to: 

• Find material with high refractive index and good transparency in order to reduce the angular 
dependence of the cutoff (plot below). 

• Develop thin-film coatings on large surfaces and with different shapes. 

Photon collectors: Dichroic filters
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Photon collectors: Light guides

12

Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) slabs doped with a WLS 
compound. They trap the photons that enter the X-ARAPUCA, shift 
them to the blue region of the spectrum and transport them to the 
SiPMs. 

Our R&D, in collaboration with Italian groups and industry, addresses 
issues such as: 

• Longer attenuation lengths for shifted (blue) photons. 

• Coupling between light guide and SiPMs (e.g. lensing via 
dimples). 

• Behaviour and long-term stability under cryogenic temperatures.

25 Jan 2023 - DUNE CM C.M. Cattadori

WLS 
lightguide

18

● One manufacturer: Glass to Power.
● PMMA made doped with a WLS molecule (460 nm)
● Better performances than the Eljin product and more cryoreslinet
● 6 x (607 x 607 x 4) mm3 : flat edges no dimples at CERN

○ Deployed in M1 & M2
○ To be deployed in two cathode modules

● 14 x  (607 x 607 x4) mm3: edges with flat and cyl dimples 
○ Laser cut and then polished (outside dimples)
○ To be deployed in the remaining M and C modules
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Photon collectors: Metasurfaces

13

Optical metasurfaces are two-dimensional arrays of scattering elements with sub-
wavelength dimensions and periodicity that allow accurate and efficient manipulation of light. 

They can realise flat, lightweight and inexpensive optical components, including blazed 
gratings, lenses, beam shapers or polarizing filters. They can also resonantly capture light and 
re-emit it with a defined phase, polarization, modality and spectrum.

Nanophotonics 8 (2019) 1151–1198
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Photon collectors: Metasurfaces

14

In collaboration with the U. of Manchester, Harvard U. and Fermilab, we are doing research 
and development on metasurfaces to improve photon collection in LAr TPCs (and other noble 
element detectors), exploring concepts such as VUV metalenses coupled to SiPMs (left 
image) or WLS metasurfaces (right image).
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Photon collectors: Simulation

15

We have developed a Geant4 simulation of the X-ARAPUCA 
to guide our R&D work. The software can be easily 
configured to simulate different geometries and optical 
properties for each component.  

Realistic fine tuning of all of the optical properties that come 
into the simulation is still work in progress. Our goal is to 
eventually converge on a simulation that outputs reliable, 
absolute estimations of the X-ARAPUCA photon detection 
efficiency. 

19

From 06/07/2022 talk on Photosensors WG [15]
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Summary

16

Our groups are carrying out a focused, interdisciplinary R&D to optimise and enhance photon 
collection in the large liquid argon (LAr) TPCs of the DUNE far detector; namely: 

• Improving light propagation via highly reflective detector materials and xenon doping of 
the LAr.  

• Improving the detection efficiency of the X-ARAPUCA beyond the few-percent level 
using optimised components (dichroic filters, light guides…) or new technologies (e.g. 
metasurfaces). 

While this R&D has DUNE at its center, other applications (in particle physics or medical 
imaging, for example) may be explored as well.


